Variety
Basil, Genovese

Type
Italian

Basil, Thai

Thai

Eggplant, Petch Siam

Asian

Eggplant, Long Purple

Italian

Eggplant, Black
Beauty

Italian

Cucumber, Japanese
Climbing

Slicer

Cucumber, Boston
Pickling

Pickler

Flower, Cosmos
‘Bright Lights’

Annual

Attracts pollinators with lacy foliage and silky flowers. Tolerates poor soils and heat. Also good
for cutting. A brilliant selection of orange, yellow, and flame red.

Flower, Sunflower
‘Potpourri’

Annual

A whimsical selection of colors ranging from ivory and lemon to red and deep burgundy.
Includes varieties ‘Vanilla Ice,’ ‘Lemon Queen,’ and ‘Autumn Beauty Mixed.’ Plants grow 5-7
feet tall.

Flower, Marigold
‘Crackerjack’
Flower, Marigold
‘Lemon/Tangerine
Gems’
Flower, Marigold
‘Favourite Blend’

Annual

Bright ball-shaped flowers in yellow and orange on sturdy 2-3 ft plants that bloom all summer
long. Great for companion planting with your summer veggies.
Attracts pollinators. Bushy dwarf marigolds with incredibly profuse blooms on dense mounds of
lacy, scented foliage. Petite, single lemon and tangerine blossoms not only have delicious names,
but they’re edible! A delightful accent for beds, patio containers and salads.
Attracts pollinators. An award winning variety from Europe features large flowers with a single
row of petals in bright sunny colors surrounding a yellow or orange button center. Butterflies
prefer this type of marigold over the full flowered doubles because it’s easier to reach the nectar.

Annual

Annual

Details
The standard for Italian basil. Its authentic flavor is slightly sweet and peppery, and plants are
slow to bolt. Easy to grow and adaptable—an excellent variety for home gardeners. Open
Pollinated.
Purple blooms and stems and a wonderful distinctive spicy, anise-clove flavor prized for its
flavoring in soups and curries. Very fragrant 12”-18” plants are suitable for containers. Open
Pollinated.
Very popular in India, Thailand, and Vietnam. Smallest of the cultivated varieties makes for easy
processing -- great cut in half and stir-fried. Beautiful 2" round fruits with green and white
variegation and firm,very mild flesh. Well-branched plants are high yielding. (F1) Hybrid.
Italian heirloom. This long, slender purple variety is both attractive and flavorful, harvested
between 6 and 10 inches long. Dark purple coloring and pleasant mild flavor. Open Pollinated.
Classic heirloom. Blocky, nearly black bell-shaped fruits have a slight signature ribbing and are
spineless. Medium to thick skin is deep purple and glossy when mature. Compact plants benefit
from staking to support heavy yields of large fruit. Open Pollinated.
An historic Japanese heirloom with strong grasping tendrils ideal for growing vertically up a
trellis, but can also be grown on the ground. Tender, crisp, and slightly tart fruit up to 9” long is
excellent for both slicing and pickling. Open pollinated.
These little black-spine cukes are just the right size for pickling. Exceptional flavor is great for
salads, too. Heavy yields from productive vines. Fruits are ready to pick from 2-6.” Open
Pollinated.

Flower, Zinnia ‘Giants
of California’
Kale, Redbor
Kale, Toscano

Annual

Kale, Red Russian

Heirloom

Curly
Lacinato

Swiss Chard, Bright
Lights

Lettuce, Allstar Mix

Loose Leaf

Melon, Tigger

Armenian

Melon, Sarah’s Choice

Cantaloupe

Melon, Moon & Stars

Watermelon

Okra, Clemson
Spineless

Green

Husk Cherry, Goldie

Grows quickly and flowers continuously with edible blooms until frost. Drought tolerant once
established.
A favorite mix of large, showy dahlia-flowered blooms in a variety of colors. Blooms freely until
frost, especially if spent blooms are pinched.
Beautiful frilly magenta kale which is both beautiful and tasty, with a mild and crisp flavor.
The aptly named ‘dinosaur’ kale with extra dark green leaves that are not curled but have a
heavily blistered, or savoyed, appearance. The most tender and soft of the kales, with a nice rich
flavor, too.
An old standby that has home at the YGP farm year in, year out. Purple stems and flat, toothed,
grey-green leaves with dark green and purple veins. A most versatile of green which eats great
fresh in salads or in the frying pan. Stores well after harvest when dunked directly into cold
water.
The gold standard for multicolored Swiss chard. Lightly savoyed, green or bronze leaves with
stems of gold, pink, orange, purple, red, and white with bright and pastel variations. Consistent
growth rate and strong bolt resistance across all colors makes this a superior mix. Suitable for
production year round.
A YGP standard for market growing. Ruffled edges and unique leaf shapes provide loft and
texture. Includes Green Oakleaf, Red Oakleaf, Green Romaine, Red Romaine, Lollo Rossa and
Redleaf lettuces. Good shelf life.
Extremely fragrant fruits are vibrant yellow with brilliant fire-red, zigzag stripes. The white flesh
on the small 1 lb fruits gets sweeter in dry climates and the vigorous plant also yields heavily,
even in dry conditions. This heirloom came from an Armenian market located in a mountain
valley. Open Pollinated.
This most flavorful cantaloupe has been brought back in honor of previous Farm Director Sarah
Perez-Sanz. Award-winning sweet and juicy flesh and attractive oval fruits with ideal 3 lb size.
(F1) Hybrid.
Gabriel’s favorite melon ever. A legendary long-lost variety that has risen back to notice after
having been rediscovered on a farm near Macon, Missouri. Large, 15” dark green oval fruits are
covered with pea sized bright yellow “stars” and usually one larger “moon.” Foliage also exhibits
this beautiful and unique spotting. Sweet pink flesh with big brown seeds, best for spittin.’
Gabriel has had it keep for up to a month in a cool location after harvest. Open Pollinated.
This spineless variety of okra is most popular. Vigorous 4’ plants produce an abundance of
medium-green pods. The flowers are edible as well. They are an attractive ornamental, and
produce well in containers. Open Pollinated.
Small orange berry in a papery tomatillo-like husk. The wild sweet flavor is well-liked by the
kiddos. Plants are profusely branching, prolific, and drop ripe fruits. Fruits can be eaten raw,

Pepper, Habañero

Very Hot

Pepper, Ace

Sweet

Pepper, Serrano “Hot
Rod”

Hot

Pepper, Baron

Warm

Pepper, Red Flame

Hot

Pepper, Banana
“Goddess”

Sweet

Pepper, Liebesapfel

Sweet

Pepper, Jalapeño
“Jedi”
Pepper, Sugar Rush

Hot

Pepper, Numex Joe E
Parker

Warm

Pepper, Tolli’s Sweet

Sweet

Sweet-Hot

dried like raisins, frozen, canned, or made into preserves, cooked pies, and desserts. Open
pollinated.
Wrinkled fruits ripen from dark green to salmon orange on smaller plants which have a nice
ornamental quality. Thin walled fruits are great fresh or dried. Each plant produces a heavy yield
of these peppers which combine fruity and citrusy notes with lots of fire! Open Pollinated.
Bell variety with red fruit ripening extra early, a highly productive standard. Huge yields of
medium sized 3-4 lobed fruits. Has apparent tolerance to blossom drop as nearly every flower
produces a pepper. (F1) Hybrid.
A productive YGP standard featured at local restaurants. High-yielding serrano with avg 3" fruits
borne on big plants over a long harvest period. The dark green fruits are traditionally eaten green
but also make fine chipotles if allowed to ripen to red. (F1) Hybrid.
This large-fruited Ancho pepper is highly-adaptable and performs well under challenging
conditions. The fruits are very large, avg. 5" x 3", and are easy to stuff and cook in their signature
dish, chiles rellenos. (F1) Hybrid.
High yielding cayenne type perfect for hanging ristra displays. Skinny and thin-walled 6” fruits
have a sweet-hot flavor and dry quickly, maintaining a bright crimson red color. Dried fruits have
a tender flesh which is nice and soft when cooked. (F1) Hybrid.
Sweet banana pepper for pickling or fresh eating. 8-9” long, thick-walled, smooth fruits are
borne on large plants. Fruits are mild when yellow and moderately sweet when they ripen red.
(F1) Hybrid.
The “Love Apple,” bred by Gabriel’s friends Andrew and Sarah at Adaptive Seeds in Sweet
Home, Oregon, originally from Søren Holt of Frøsamlerne, the Danish seed saving organization.
Compact plants produce red ruffled peppers with sweet thick flesh. Very early and productive late
into the season. Deeply lobed, flattened sheepnose/cheese type pimento. Seems to suffer fewer
losses during final ripening than many bell-shaped peppers. Open pollinated.
Large high-yielding plants produce smooth, dark green 4" fruits that are resistant to cracking.
(F1) Hybrid.
Long, peach colored fruits are packed with loads of super sweet, tropical flavor. The seeds bring
a smoky, complex heat that when used together, creates a delicious and unusual flavor experience.
A happy accident courtesy of adventurous pollinating insects buzzing between various varieties
of capsicum baccatum, or Aji Peppers. Open Pollinated.
Great multipurpose chile for processing and fresh market. Medium-tall plant; for many the most
productive traditional Anaheim type. Uniform fruits are the traditional semi-flattened shape.
Open pollinated.
Large, dependable yields of scarlet-red peppers. A favorite for fresh eating, frying, and canning
recipes. Great added to tomato sauces. Open Pollinated.

Pepper, Lunchbox
Mix, Orange, and
Yellow

Sweet

Pepper, Jimmy
Nardello

Sweet

Squash, Honey Bear

Winter Squash

Squash, Yellow
Crookneck
Squash, Butterscotch

Summer Squash

Squash, Dark Star
Zucchini

Summer Squash

Squash, Gold Nugget

Winter Squash

Winter Squash

Tomatillo, Toma Verde Green
Tomato, Sunrise
Bumblebee

Cherry

Tomato, Blush

Cherry

Tomato, Black Prince

Salad

Tomato, Black Cherry

Cherry

Uniform color and a mix of yellow and orange lunchbox snack peppers have been combined in
this collection. These beautiful, mini-sized peppers are remarkably sweet and flavorful. They are
delicious sautéed, as an addition to salads and perfect for a snack. We had great success at YGP
with these in 2017 and found the bushy plants to provide natural protection for the fruits from sun
scald. Open Pollinated.
An old YGP standard brought back for 2018! Twisty long, thin-skinned Italian frying pepper.
Has such a rich flavor (compared to a roasted apple) that this variety has been placed in "The Ark
of Taste" by the Slow Food organization. Ripens a deep red, is very prolific (plants should be
supported!), and does well in most areas. Also dries well. Open Pollinated.
Early, small to medium sized acorn with a deliciously starchy and sweet flavor. Compact bush
plant. (F1) Hybrid.
This easy-to-grow, heirloom yellow summer squash produces abundant fruits with graceful necks
that are famous for flavor. 3-4’ bush habit. Open Pollinated.
An All-America Selections award winning butternut. Single-serve mini size with unusually rich
and sweet flavor due to higher sugar content than other butternut types. 1-2 lb. fruits on short,
space-saving vines mature early and can be consumed at maturity. (F1) Hybrid.
This exciting new zucchini bred by Seeds of Change requires less water than other varieties.
Open plants with smooth, spineless stalks yield classy dark green fruits all summer. 4’ bush
habit. Open pollinated.
Early, 1-3 lb. pink-orange hubbard type winter squash. Prolific yielder of this personal sized
squash. Fruits are borne on compact, bush plants. Dry, sweet orange flesh has a buttery flavor
and is best enjoyed after a month or more of storage. Stores up to 6 months. Open pollinated.
Early-maturing, large, flat-round green fruits. Good storage quality. Makes for incredible peach
salsa! Open pollinated.
Little gems with gorgeous swirls of yellows and reds, inside and out, and a much loved fruity and
tangy flavor. One ounce cherries sometimes show a pronounced beak at the blossom end. Part of
the Artisan Tomato Series developed by plant breeder Fred Hempel. Open Pollinated.
Excellent sweet, fruity flavor scoring high in taste tests. Beautiful bright yellow tomato with a
translucent quality has red stripes that appear as blossom-end red marbling develops. Elongated
cherries similar in size to large and long olives. Open pollinated.
Gabriel’s all-time favorite tomato -- a productive all-purpose show-stopper. Russian heirloom
with 5oz fruits that are very round and uniform, ripening to a deep chocolate brown. Produces
early with a very deep, rich, smoky flavor. If you like Paul Robeson, try Black Prince. Open
Pollinated.
Beautiful black cherries look like large, dusky purple-brown grapes; they have that rich dynamic
heirloom flavor that makes black tomatoes famous. Large vines yield well; very unique and
delicious. Open pollinated.

Tomato, Brandywine

Slicer

Tomato, Dark Galaxy

Salad

Tomato, Jaune
Flamme

Salad

Tomato, White Beauty

White Heirloom

Tomato, Costoluto
Fiorentino

Italian Sauce and
Slicing

Tomato, Hillbilly

Beefsteak

Tomato, Amana
Orange
Tomato, Large Barred
Boar
Tomato, Cherokee
Purple

Beefsteak

Tomato, Big Beef

Beefsteak

Tomato, Supersweet
100
Tomato, Sungold

Cherry

Tomato, Moskvich

Early

Beefsteak
Brown Heirloom

Cherry

Quite possibly the most popular heirloom vegetable in existence! Very large pink fruits with
superb flavor described as “rich, loud, and distinctively spicy.” Potato Leaf type. Open
Pollinated.
A Delicious Galactic Beauty with mottled skin resembling a scene from deep space, each
fascinating fruit depicting the depth and beauty of the night sky. Dark Galaxy bears 2-8 ounce
fruits that are flattened, with red and orange stripes covered in random speckles, and layered by
deep blue. The vines themselves display a purple blush and grow 5-6 feet tall while producing
good amounts of the stunning tomatoes. These works of art exhibit a juicy tangy sweetness.
Open pollinated.
A YGP standard with ever-reliable production in Moab. Vigorous vines produce an abundance of
4 ounce apricot orange fruits that retain their deep orange color through roasting or drying.
Thick-walled with a sweet tart flavor. Open pollinated.
Parchment-white tomatoes are extra smooth and beautiful. 8oz fruits renowned for their sweet,
citrus taste that is richer and more complex than many white types. This variety is perfect for
making a delicious white sauce or for eating fresh out of hand. Open Pollinated.
A super productive and early maturing Italian sauce and slicing tomato. The deeply ruffled fruit
make the flavorful, bright red sauce that embodies Italian cuisine. Super vigorous and an all
around hardy heirloom. Beautiful sliced on a sandwich. Open Pollinated.
A HUGE, bi-color heirloom; brilliant yellow color with red marbling. Very large with a rich,
sweet flavor. Juicy beefsteak type from West Virginia that is low in acid. Beautiful when sliced.
Open pollinated.
Big, 1 lb glowing orange beefsteaks with an intense, full flavor. Productive for a large heirloom.
Open pollinated.
Stocky plant produces flattened beefsteaks that are pink brown with metallic green stripes. Meaty
pink flesh on 8-12oz fruits. Open pollinated.
Unusual variety with full flavor. Medium-large, flattened globe fruits. Color is dusky pink with
dark shoulders. Interior ranges from purple to brown to green. Relatively short vines. Open
Pollinated.
Great combination of size, taste, and earliness. Large, blemish free, globe shaped red fruit with
broad disease resistance. All America Selections award winner. (F1) Hybrid.
Cherry tomatoes bursting with sugary flavor. The scarlet, cherry-sized fruits are produced in long
pendulous clusters right up to frost. (F1) Hybrid.
Exceptionally sweet, bright tangerine-orange cherry tomatoes. Vigorous plants start yielding early
and bear right through the season. (F1) Hybrid.
One of the most appealing extra-early heirlooms. So much better tasting than an ‘Early Girl.’
4-6oz smooth globe shaped fruits are deep red with a rich flavor. Semi-determinate with good
crack resistance. Open Pollinated.

Tomato, Yellow Pear

Cherry

The tall, vigorous vines supply 3/4-1 oz, yellow, pear shaped fruits with mild flavor. Perfect for
salads. Gabriel loves pickling them when green and using ripe ones for sweet golden chutneys.
Open Pollinated.

